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And now for something completely 
different... 



Overview 
•  Emphasis on network perspective 
•  Focus on two recent examples of CLIMAS 

partnering with different kinds of 
organizations in our region. 

•  Lessons learned from these (and other) 
partnership experiences 



About CLIMAS 
•  Established in 1998 as 

the 2nd Regional 
Integrated Sciences and 
Assessments (RISA) 
program 

•  Explicit mission=connect 
science to decision 
making 



Network perspective 
•  CLIMAS exists within a large 

network of consumers and 
producers of climate 
information in the Southwest 
–  on climate side includes RCC, SCs, 

other RISAs, RFC, WFOs, etc. 
–  on consumer side includes local, 

state, tribal, federal agencies, NGOs, 
educators, etc, etc 

•  Best partnerships often 
leverage/utilize expertise 
across these networks 



Simplistic model of CLIMAS 
CLIMAS is: 
•  An information broker 

–  Monthly climate summary, public talks, workshops, etc. 
–  Longest reach of CLIMAS and provides consistent presence 

•  An informal consultant 
–  specific advice, invited talks for small groups, someone to 

“bounce ideas off of” 
•  A partner 

–  come together, perhaps just once, to address particular issue 
•  A collaborator 

–  form lasting bonds for ongoing work 
•  A key element for fostering network growth and development 

–  bring together potential partners who may share common vision, 
need, etc 



 Least        Intensity of interactions             Most 



Hopi Tribe: Improving drought 
monitoring and preparedness 



Fall 2008: 
Evaluate 
SWCO 

January 
2009: Co-

host Climate 
Change 

Adaptation 
workshop 

Feedback: “Your 
products are 

missing drought on 
CO Plateau” 

May 2009: Invited 
to Hopi to discuss 

drought and climate 
change science 

and conditions on 
the ground 

Monitoring in 
Indian Country 
(and much of 
rural US) sub-
par to support 

climate 
adaptation 

Hopi, Navajo, 
CLIMAS: how to 

improve 
drought/climate 

monitoring? 

How did we get here? 

Hopi, CLIMAS: 
how to improve 

drought 
mitigation and 
preparedness? 



What are we doing? 
•  Exploring ways to 

address large data gap 
on Colorado Plateau 

•  Preliminary discussions 
with Hopi natural 
resource managers (at 
their request) about 
revisiting Hopi drought 
plan to make it more 
useful 

Map credit: Zack Guido, CLIMAS 



Colorado Basin River Forecast 
Center: Developing a Toolkit for 

User Engagement  



How did we get here? 
•  CBRFC and CLIMAS realize we have complementary 

capacities. 
•  CLIMAS site visit to CBRFC 

CLIMAS: “You know, we know a lot of 
people (some of whom eat donuts) 

and we know how to figure out what 
kinds of donuts they like.” 

http://lineout.thestranger.com/files/2007/06/IMG_1592.JPG 

CBRFC: “This is how we make the donuts.” 

http://chris.tingom.com/photos/U.jpg 



What are we doing? 
•  CLIMAS hosted a small focus group for the CBRFC 

to understand potential user interest in (and barriers 
to) utilizing new tools in development (gridded soil 
moisture and precip products) 
–  CLIMAS produced a brief report summarizing results 
–  CBRFC considered input in tool refinements 

•  Currently, working with CBRFC and the Western 
Water Assessment (interior west RISA) to develop 
a ‘Toolkit for User Engagement’ for RFC 



Key lessons 
•  Shared resources (human and $) important 

–  Commitment and follow-through much more likely if partners both have 
investment in success 

•  Shared (or at least complementary) goals necessary 
–  Hopi: wanted better instrumentation to monitor drought (and as things 

evolved, they also wanted a better drought mitigation and response 
plan) 

•  CLIMAS had same goals, but for different reasons 
–  CBRFC: wanted better methods for developing tools and connecting 

them with users prior to completion 
•  CLIMAS: had same goals (with different reasons), but also had our 

own, complementary goals (e.g., helping us better understand user 
needs/decisions) 

•  Partnerships forming (and succeeding) often predicated 
in participation in a robust, complex knowledge network 
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